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1. Introduction – The design and study of a steam turbine plant that uses industrial wastes or biomass 

has important drawbacks regarding to conventional power plants [1]. The different technologies, the 

diversity of wastes and the availability of cooling water prevent a high performance in the power plant. 

This work presents a case study of a future installation of a steam turbine plant of low power, which uses 

different industrial wastes. It analyses the limitations that affect to a previous design of an installation 

located in Alcalá la Real (Jaén, Spain), which are:  

-Low availability and heterogeneity of industrial wastes, which 

provokes a power-installed capacity less than 3 MW and forcing 

to use a rotary kiln and a heat recovery steam generator (HRSG) 

instead of a conventional steam boiler more efficient. 

-HRSG inlet gas temperature of 950ºC and HRSG exhaust 

temperature less than 190ºC. 

-Turbine inlet vapour pressure relatively low, lower than 80 bar.  

-Turbine internal performance about 68% for these conditions. 

-Condenser pressure relatively high, about 0.1 bar due to an air-

cooled condenser.  

Between all premises, only the turbine inlet vapour pressure can 

be modified, the rest remains constant regardless of the pre-

designed installation. The aim of this work is to present a 

procedure that evaluates the features of the power plant when the  

turbine inlet vapour pressure varies.          Figure 1: power plant performances 

 

2. Materials and Methods – Industrial wastes used in the power plant present high heterogeneity. These 

wastes are a mixture of rubber, inks and rags with an average net calorific value of 39.3 MJ/kg. The 

power plant is formed by a specific rotary kiln (Kalfrisa KR-5400-S) that burns the wastes, a non-

selective catalytic reduction reactor (NSCR) that reduces the formation of NOx, a heat recovery steam 

generator (HRSG) based on a super heater, an evaporator and an economizer, and a steam turbine group 

KKK AFA 46 of two stages, an intermediate extraction to a degassing tank and another one to condenser. 

The thermodynamics cycle is analysed from a design pressure in the steam turbine inlet (28 bar), a 

constant heat flow supplied to the HRSG (11.5 MW), the condenser pressure (0.1 bar) and the steam 

turbine performance (68 %). The algorithm developed obtains variables such as flows, works and heats of 

the cycle and evaluates the characteristics parameters in the HRSG such as the pinch point and the 

approach point.    

 

3. Results and Discussion – Considering the design pressure of 28 bar, the study analyze the supply 

power to the grid, the global and thermal performance (figure 1), the pinch and approach points of the 

HRSG and the degassing pressure. All these results increase when the turbine inlet vapour pressure 

increases as well, except to the pinch point that decreases.  

 

4. Conclusions – the installation presents higher economic profitability when the installed capacity is 

higher as well. The turbine inlet vapour pressure should be between 40 and 70 bar. For more reliable 

results, pressure losses in the installation, volume and composition of gas and heat interchange areas 

should be considered.   
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